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1. Extreme Sport Ending In -Ing

2. Person In Room

3. Bossy Person In Room

4. Color

5. Noun

6. Exotic Animal

7. Another Person In Room

8. Holiday Food

9. Sticky Substanc

10. Office Supply Plural

11. Another Person In Room

12. Body Part

13. Noun

14. Farm Animal

15. Music Genre

16. Favorite Eighties Song

17. Noun - Plural

18. Office Supply Plural

19. Company Name

20. Verb - Past Tense
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Blah

Right before the boss left on their yearly extreme sport ending in -ing trip, person in room was starting

their first day on the job. bossy person in room quietly brought everyone else to the conference room before

the office opened to plan the usual 'new person' prank. "I'm thinking we mix up the formula this time by adding

color Noun and a exotic animal  ", Repeat Last bossy person in room said. Everyone nodded

furiously and they got to work. another person in room brought the leftover holiday food and

slathered the front door with it. Someone else brought the sticky substanc and used it to slather all the new

person's office supply plural . After they had set up the rest of the prank and saw that it was good, they hid

and waited for 8:00. Giggles and snickers filled the room, when suddenly, another person in room whacked

their body part with the office Noun and let out a yelp. This scared the farm animal

out from under the new person's desk, which in turn sent the Repeat Last exotic animal flying through the air,

activating the ceiling fans, strobe lights and speakers (which were playing a music genre remix of

favorite eighties song ). Everyone watched in awe as the flaming Noun - Plural burst from the bags

tied on the fan which subsequently caught the office supply plural on fire. A sign saying "Welcome to

company name  " fell from the ceiling, signaling the end of the prank. The boss walked in behind them. "

They don't start until next week", they said. Everyone Verb - Past Tense and started cleaning up.
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